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SUMMARY

This paper describes the main components of Sophos Anti-Virus and how they
relate to each other. It discusses virus scanning, detection methods and the
creation of virus descriptions. An overview of  what happens when a virus is found
is followed by an assessment of the benefits of Sophos’s approach.
Note: the precise details of how Sophos Anti-Virus works vary from platform to platform. For
the purposes of this paper, unless otherwise stated, the technology described concerns
Windows 32 platforms.

Sophos Anti-Virus provides cross-platform anti-virus protection, detection and
disinfection on servers, desktops and laptops. Mobile devices are protected on
synchronisation.

Major components of Sophos Anti-Virus

Sophos Anti-Virus has two main components, both of which are developed and
maintained by Sophos:

• A virus detection engine which scans files for viruses, Trojan horses and
worms. (Throughout this paper the term “virus” is used loosely to reflect any
of these types of malware.)

• InterCheck technology which filters files as they are accessed to determine
whether they need scanning for viruses; it also provides centralised messaging
capabilities.

Virus detection engine
The Sophos virus detection engine lies at the heart of Sophos Anti-Virus. It is the
same on all platforms and uses a proprietary architecture similar to Microsoft’s
COM (Component Object Model), consisting of a number of objects with well-
defined interfaces. The modular filing system used by the engine is based on
separate, self-contained dynamic libraries each handling a different “storage class”,
e.g. filetype. This approach allows virus scanning operations to be applied on
generic data sources, irrespective of type.

Specialised technology for loading and searching data enables the engine to
achieve very fast scanning speeds, and incorporated within it are:

• a full code emulator for detecting polymorphic viruses

• an on-line decompressor for scanning inside archive files

• an OLE2 engine for detecting and disinfecting macro viruses.

Most versions of Sophos Anti-Virus, MailMonitor and all third-party applications
integrate with the virus engine using SAV Interface. Sophos Anti-Virus for
Windows, NetWare and DOS currently talk directly to the virus engine.

Sophos Anti-Virus is built on
proprietary software that is
developed and maintained in
house.

The virus engine provides
total protection across
multiple platforms.

http://www.sophos.com/
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InterCheck technology
InterCheck is Sophos’s patented technology, developed to optimise on-access virus
detection, particularly in networked environments. Its uniqueness lies in the fact
that it minimises the number of times each file needs to be virus checked. It does
this by filtering all files as they are accessed, and sends only those files which might
carry a virus to the engine to be scanned. To achieve this, InterCheck uses the
principle of checksumming.

Checksumming
Checksumming is a mechanism for building a number from a sequence of bytes. In
InterCheck this value is calculated using a secure proprietary algorithm. The
checksum for a given file, uniquely identifies that file and can be used to see
whether or not the file has been altered. The success of the approach comes
because if a file changes by just 1 bit, the checksum changes significantly, as the
following example shows:

When there is an attempt to access a file – by the user, operating system, etc –
InterCheck intercepts the access request and calculates a checksum. If the file has
not been modified since the last time it was filtered by InterCheck, a matching
checksum will exist and the access is allowed. If it has been modified, or if it is new,
a copy of the file is sent to the virus engine for scanning. Every time a file changes,
the checksum is invalid and a new one is created, after the file has been scanned
and providing that it is virus-free.

If the file is found to contain a virus, InterCheck prevents the file from being
opened; if the file was being closed, it is closed but when an attempt is made to
open it, InterCheck will prevent this happening. In addition, on closing the file,
InterCheck generates a virus alert message.

The checksums are stored in a database. When a new virus identity file (IDE) is
added (see below), the checksum database is purged. This is a precaution: suppose
a file containing a new virus had been opened before the virus identity file which
would detect it had been downloaded – the file would have been passed as clean
and a checksum created. By purging the checksum database, the next time an
attempt is made to open that file, InterCheck sees that there is no corresponding
checksum, and sends a copy of the file to the virus engine for scanning against all
the new (and previous) identities. If the file is found not to contain a virus, a new
checksum is created for it and the file can be opened.

It is worth noting that the on-the-fly purging and re-creation of the checksum
database is extremely rapid and has little impact on a machine’s performance so
that a user will be entirely unaware that this is happening.

   Data 1            Data 2

Checksum: 5A72F038       A32CFE25

1-bit alteration causing different checksum values

On-access scanning is
provided by Sophos’s unique
InterCheck technology

The rapid speed with which
checksums are created means
that performance is not
affected.

http://www.sophos.com/
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It is important to note that Sophos uses checksumming to determine whether
virus scanning is necessary on a particular file, i.e. if it is new or has been modified.
It does not use checksumming to determine that the file does have a virus.

How the virus engine and InterCheck relate
In a typical configuration, both the virus engine and InterCheck reside on the
individual desktops.

As has been stated, the virus engine performs the actual scanning of files. When it
performs an on-demand or scheduled scan, it scans all the files specified in the
configuration settings; InterCheck does not intercept any of these files during
these scans. InterCheck comes into play when an attempt is made to open a file,
sending files to the engine to be scanned as necessary. In this capacity, InterCheck
is known as the “InterCheck client”.

The InterCheck client can also be run on a server where it is particularly useful in
protecting against worms which seek out and save themselves on Windows
network shares. Sophos advises that the best approach is to install the InterCheck
client on the server but to set it to be inactive as the default for performance
reasons. If there is an outbreak of a fast-spreading worm, such as Nimda, then
InterCheck on the server can easily be set to active.

InterCheck can also reside on a server as the “InterCheck server”. In this capacity it
acts as a communications focal point, receiving and logging reports about any
virus incident anywhere on the network, and sending alerts to the administrator
and/or individuals and groups.

Sophos Anti-Virus for Unix does not include the InterCheck client but does
include the InterCheck server to provide central reporting and messaging.

Virus scanning

Different virus types hide in different ways and in different places, so where the
virus engine looks for a virus depends on what type of file it is scanning. For
example, if the file is an executable, the engine examines the header which tells it
where the executable code starts and it looks there. If the file is a Word document,
the engine looks in the macro streams. If it is a MIME file, i.e. the format used for
mail messaging, it looks in the place where the attachment is stored.

In broad terms, the engine’s scanning capability is managed by a powerful
combination of two important components: a classifier which knows where to
look and the virus database which knows what to look for. The engine classifies the
file by type rather than by relying on the extension.

What is scanned?
The virus engine has the potential to scan an almost infinite range of different
filetypes. In practice, however, not all filetypes need to be scanned because some
types of file, e.g. ASCII text files are not capable of being virus carriers. InterCheck
analyses the formats of files to determine whether or not they should be scanned;
it does not rely on the file extension. For example, a Word document called file.inv
will still be scanned as a Word document.

The following figure shows examples of the different types of file which the engine
scans.

InterCheck uses
checksumming to detect that
a file has changed, not that it
has a virus.

The InterCheck server
provides reporting and
messaging of virus incidents.

The type of file determines
what is and where are
scanned.
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The list of types which can be scanned is constantly updated as new filetypes
become a threat. The configuration page of Sophos Anti-Virus includes a list of all
the filetypes which are known to be potential carriers and which users can choose
to add or remove from the scans.

Users can also choose to exclude specific files in order to prevent conflicts between
scanning and other applications.

OLE2
Word
VBA3
VBA5
VBA5D
XF95
XF97
PP97
Access2000Executable

ELF
EX86
WTF (COM)

Host files
Temp files
Disk sectors
Memory blocks

Help
Loopback
MIME
Rich text
HTML
Java
Enc VBE

Diet
LZEX
Petite
PKLite
UPX

ARJ
BinHex
CMZ
GZip
InstallShield
LHA
LZH
MacBinary
MS Cabinet
MS Compr
MSO
PDF
RAR
Tar

Macintosh
Mac rsrc

Physical items

Executables

Office streams

Mac streams

Misc formats

Self-extractors Archive formats

Examples of filetypes scanned by Sophos Anti-Virus

Sophos Anti-Virus’s customisable inclusion list

http://www.sophos.com/
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Scanning items other than files

Memory scanning
Sophos Anti-Virus can perform memory scanning on DOS and Windows 9x
platforms. Most files are saved to disk and so on other Windows platforms users
are still protected because InterCheck will intercept the file and send it for scanning
as it attempts to save to disk. On Mac, OS/2 and NetWare platforms, any virus will
be detected as soon as an attempt is made to open the saved file from disk.

Email/web scanning
The underlying principles of Sophos Anti-Virus, described earlier (that the virus
engine scans files from disk and InterCheck intercepts files as they are opened from
disk) are as true of email and web pages as of documents which one might more
immediately think of as being “opened from disk”. When an email is opened or a
web page accessed, what happens is determined by the browser. Most browsers
write to disk any item, such as the content of a web page, before opening it (even
though to the user it might seem that he or she is simply reading email text or a
web page). Any virus dropped by a script or downloaded as part of an ActiveX
control will be caught by InterCheck as soon as an attempt is made to access it.

Boot sector scanning
During bootup, boot sector viruses are not filtered and trapped by on-access
scanners for the simple reason that the computer is booted before any program,
including InterCheck, can execute. (Boot sectors on hard and floppy disks are
scanned if they are accessed after bootup.) If the computer is booted from an
infected floppy, the machine will become infected. During the next on-demand or
scheduled scan, the virus will be found. The threat is not huge, as boot sector
viruses do not spread under Windows NT.

Scanning modes
The engine can be run in full or quick mode. The term “quick” should not be
confused with “partial”. Both scanning modes check all types of file which are likely
to carry viruses. Quick mode uses a VDL interpreter to look in the places where
viruses are most likely to reside. Full mode takes approximately twice as long as
quick mode. It uses all the techniques used by quick mode and combines them
with other approaches. In this mode, for instance, the engine looks for straight
patterns rather than filetypes and thus covers filetypes which do not represent a
real threat. If a particular type of file becomes a threat, Sophos adds it to the list of
files scanned in quick mode.

Detection methods

How viruses are detected depends on their type. During the scanning process, the
engine analyses each file, identifies the type and then applies the relevant
technique(s). Underlying all methods is the basic concept of looking for certain
types of instruction or certain ordering of instructions.

Pattern matching
In the technique of pattern matching, the engine knows the particular sequence of
code and is looking for an exact match which will identify the code as a virus.
More often, the engine is looking for sequences of code which are similar, but not
necessarily identical, to the known sequences of virus code. In creating the
descriptions against which files are compared during scanning, Sophos virus
researchers endeavour to keep the identifying code as general as possible so that –

In general, Sophos Anti-Virus
scans files as they are opened
from disk.

The engine uses different
scanning methods, depending
on filetype.
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using heuristics, as explained below – the engine will find not just the original
virus but also its later derivatives.

Heuristics
The virus engine can combine basic pattern matching techniques with heuristics –
a technique using general rather than specific rules – to detect several viruses in
the same family, even though Sophos researchers might have analysed only one
virus in that family. The technique allows a single description to be created which
will catch several variants of one virus. Sophos tempers its heuristics with other
methods, minimising the incidence of false positives.

Emulation
Emulation is a technique applied by the virus engine to polymorphic viruses. The
emulator in the virus detection engine is used on DOS and Windows executables,
while polymorphic macro viruses are found by detection code written in Sophos’s
Virus Description Language (see below).

Polymorphic viruses are encrypted viruses which modify themselves in an effort to
hide themselves. There is no visible constant virus code and the virus encrypts
itself differently each time it spreads. When it runs, it decrypts itself. It is the
output of this decryption which is the real virus code and it is this which is
detected by the Sophos virus detection engine after running in the emulator.

Executables that are sent to the engine for scanning are run inside the emulator
which tracks the decryption of the virus body as it is written to memory. Normally
the virus entry point sits at the front end of a file and is the first thing to run. In
most cases, only a small amount of the virus body has to be decrypted in order for
the virus to be recognised. Most clean executables stop emulating after only a few
instructions, which reduces overheads.

Because the emulator runs in a restricted area, if the code does turn out to be a
virus, it does not infect the computer.

Virus descriptions

Sophos exchanges viruses with other trusted anti-virus companies every month. In
addition, every month customers send thousands of suspect files, about 30% of
which turn out to be viruses. Each sample undergoes rigorous analysis in the
highly secure virus labs to determine whether or not it is a virus. For each newly
discovered virus, or group of viruses, Sophos creates a description.

Analysing a sample file
There are many ways in which viruses are analysed, depending on the particular
virus. There are tools – both standard and developed in-house – which help the
virus researcher take the file apart, but the top factor in success is the expertise of
the researcher. Broadly speaking the following steps are performed, often in tandem:

1 Replicate the virus and run the replicants on Sophos standard “goat files” (the
term comes from the notion of a sacrificial goat) whose contents and mode of
operation are known.

2 Analyse the code.

3 Produce a detection/disinfection virus identity file, as described later.

4 Test the detection and disinfection work under all platforms and in all
circumstances; in the case of polymorphic viruses, the researcher will
typically create thousands of infected test files to verify that the virus
detection works correctly.

Virus analysis is a highly
complex task, performed by
Sophos research experts.

http://www.sophos.com/
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Example description
The virus description includes the virus name, properties, comments and a
complete definition of how to detect and disinfect a virus and/or its variants. It
might also include trigger conditions. More than one description may be required
because of different forms the virus may take. The description might simply be a
sequence of hexadecimal bytes which form a pattern from which the virus can be
identified. Others can be far more complicated.

The following is an example of a simple virus description:

#Bleah-C    ; Bleah-c, cmg970206
{  ;MBR,DBR

<identity code inserted here>

}
W { MRIi }
P { bb00 0283 f901 757b 0af6 7577
    3d01 0374 593d 0102 756d 9cff }
D { Nov 1996 }

VDL and virus identity files (IDEs)

VDL
Virus descriptions are written in Sophos’s proprietary, pre-compiled
programming language VDL (Virus Description Language). The engine executes
the VDL program on a virtual machine. VDL’s uniqueness rests in its extensibility
and its flexibility.

Descriptions of all viruses are written into an associated data file, VDL.DAT which
is rebuilt every month. There are currently about 30,000 compiled descriptions
detecting more than twice as many viruses. VDL.DAT is compressed, encrypted
and contained within a proprietary database structure.

IDEs
If the virus is seen to be a threat (if it is in-the-wild, or if a sample of it has been
sent to Sophos by a customer), a separate virus identity file (IDE) is created. The
IDE contains VDL encoded in plain ASCII form for a virus, or family of viruses.
For example, the IDE for W32/Frethem-Fam, will detect a family of 14 email-
aware worms. IDEs can be added into the user’s Sophos Anti-Virus program
folder either manually or automatically using Sophos’s Enterprise Manager. They
provide detection and disinfection from the relevant virus or family of viruses
until the next rebuilding of VDL.DAT at which time the data in the IDEs is
consolidated with all the other virus descriptions.

IDEs can also be created as printable hexadecimal code and transmitted by fax or
telephone, but normally the IDE will be downloaded from the Sophos website.

Organising VDL data in memory

The fundamental way in which the virus engine organises the VDL data in
memory to achieve maximum efficiency is through a variation of standard
hashing techniques.

The techniques used – combined with the efficiency of InterCheck technology –
mean that the number of viruses that Sophos Anti-Virus can handle is not limited
by the architecture. They also ensure that as the number of viruses continues to
rise, the speed with which scanning takes place will remain constant.

Name
Start of segment

End of segment
Virus type
Pattern

Date discovered

Virus descriptions are
written in Sophos’s own
programming language
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When a virus is found

As described in the InterCheck section above, when a virus has been detected,
Sophos Anti-Virus prevents the virus-containing file being loaded, opened or
activated. While stopping the file being opened is a mandatory feature, there are
many options, e.g. who should be alerted and whether or not to disinfect, which
can be set on the Sophos Anti-Virus GUI.

Disinfection
If auto-disinfection is enabled, Sophos Anti-Virus cleans any file in which a virus
has been found. The file can then be used without risk. The precise action taken
depends on the virus. In the case of macro viruses, the engine simply removes the
macro; when InterCheck gets the template, i.e. when the user opens/creates a new
document, other infected macros in the template are also removed.

There can be limitations when it comes to disinfecting because it is not always
possible to return a file to its original state. Some viruses overwrite part of the
executable program which cannot be reinstated. In these circumstances, the safest
action for a user to take is to reload the program from backup.

Report generation
Sophos Anti-Virus logs every virus incident and alerts the network administrator.
Individuals and groups can also be specified.

Reports are generated in a plain text log file which can be opened in a text editor
such as Notepad. Alerts are sent via InterCheck and also through other
mechanisms such as SMTP Mail, network logging, SNMP and event logging. On
Unix systems, messages are emailed in the same way using syslog.

The Sophos approach

The design and architecture of Sophos Anti-Virus as described in this paper have
distinct advantages which are fully transportable across multiple platforms.

All the technology underlying Sophos Anti-Virus is developed in-house. This
brings significant benefits, not least of which is that it can easily be extended and
does not suffer from the developmental restrictions that can occur with solutions

Sophos Anti-Virus prevents
infected files from being
opened, disinfecting them or
deleting them as specified by
the user.

AIX (PowerPC)

Digital Unix (Alpha)

DOS

FreeBSD (Intel)

HP-UX (HP-PA)

Linux (Alpha)

Linux (Intel)

Lotus Notes

Macintosh

Microsoft Exchange

NetWare

OpenVMS (Alpha)

OpenVMS (VAX)

OS/2

SCO OpenServer (Intel)

SCO UnixWare (Intel)

Solaris (Intel)

Solaris (SPARC)

Windows 3.1x

Windows 95/98/Me

Windows NT/2000 (Intel)

Windows NT (Alpha)

Platforms supported by Sophos Anti-Virus

http://www.sophos.com/
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based on third-party libraries. Furthermore, the extensibility of the VDL
programming language ensures that the engine will be able to deal with any new
future types of virus.

The fast scanning speed of the engine is complemented by InterCheck which, by
exploiting checksum technology, makes one-time scanning of files possible. This
performance advantage is further enhanced in the update process. Because it is
only the data and not the code which is updated, updates of Sophos Anti-Virus
are relatively small.

The quality of Sophos’s technology is matched by high-calibre research and
comprehensive support, all of which combine to bring a complete anti-virus
solution to corporate users.


